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The paper presents a generalized theory of deformation which can capture scale effects also in a homog-
enously deforming body. Scale effects are relevant when the dimensions of the specimen or structure
themselves are in the micron and submicron scale, but also when it comes to high strain concentrations
as in the case of localised shear bands or at crack tips, etc. In this context, so-called generalized contin-
uum formulations have been proven to provide remedy as they allow for the incorporation of internal
length-scale parameters which reﬂect the micro-structural inﬂuence on the macroscopic material
response. Here, we want to adopt a generalized continuum framework which is based on the mathemat-
ical description of a combined macro- and micro-space (Sansour, 1998b). The approach introduces addi-
tional degrees of freedom which constitute a so-called micromorphic deformation. First the treatment
presented is general in nature but will be speciﬁed for the sake of an example and the number of extra
degrees of freedom will be reduced to four. Based on the generalized deformation description new strain
and stress measures are deﬁned which lead to the formulation of a corresponding generalized variational
principle. The theory is completed by Dirichlet boundary conditions for the displacement ﬁeld. Of great
advantage is the fact that the constitutive law is deﬁned in the generalized space but can be classical
otherwise. This limits the number of the extra material parameters necessary to those needed for the
speciﬁcation of the micro-space, in the example presented to only one. An example of scale effects in a
homogenously deforming specimen and a further example of shearband formation are presented where
the constitutive law is a classical viscoplastic one.
 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Generalized continua are characterised by degrees of freedom
which go beyond classical displacement ﬁelds. They describe a mi-
cro-deformation of the continuum. Cosserat continua, where the
micro-deformation is a pure rotation and the extra degrees of free-
dom are rotational parameters, where introduced one century ago
by the Cosserat brothers. In contrast, micromorphic continua were
discussed ﬁrst by Ericksen and Truesdell (1957) as well as Eringen
(1975). Here, the degrees of freedom were micro-deformation
vectors, so-called directors. The micro-deformation itself was re-
stricted to linearity in the micro co-ordinates. In these formula-
tions, only elastic material behaviour was considered.
Generalized formulations provide an internal length which can
describe scale effects. The incorporation of ﬁrst as well as second
strain gradients proved to be helpful to deal with strain and stress
singularities (see, e.g. Lazar et al., 2006), or provide scale effectsll rights reserved.
: +44 115 9513898.
(C. Sansour), sebastian.ska(Aifantis, 1999; Akarapu and Zbib, 2006; Ohashi et al., 2007). It
was recognized that such formulations can be utilized to overcome
loss of ellipticity of the governing equations in material instability
problems such as shear band formations. However, inelastic Coss-
erat-type formulations considered in the literature, were restricted
to geometrically linear settings (Mühlhaus, 1989; Mühlhaus and
Aifantis, 1991; Borst, 1993). Generalized continua can be related
to second-order homogenization schemes that allow for the for-
mulation of second gradient continuum theories which featured
as interesting detail the incorporation of micro-space boundary
conditions (Kouznetsova et al., 2002; Larsson and Diebels, 2006).
Some recent applications of generalized continua, though linear
ones, are reported in Manzaria and Regueiro (2005), Kumar and
McDowell (2004) and Dillard et al. (2006). Questions related to
heat conduction are treated in Iesan (2002), and some aspects of
work and energy in micromorphic continua are considered in
Tian-min (2001). Issues related to material forces in the hyperelas-
tic case are discussed in Hirschberger et al. (2007).
So far formulations of generalized continua are faced with two
major problems. The ﬁrst one relates to the fully non-linear and
inelastic material behaviour. Classically, inelastic formulations
are based on decompositions of strain measures. Since generalized
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question arises as to how these can be decomposed into elastic and
inelastic parts. Few suggestions were made in Steinmann (1994),
Forest et al. (1997), Sansour (1998a), Forest and Sievert (2006)
and Chambon et al. (2004). These formulations remained, however,
less satisfactory since the decomposition of the two deformation
measures were, strictly speaking, independent of each other, which
raises many questions regarding the adequate formulation of evo-
lution laws for the inelastic parts.
The second problem relates to the observation of scale effects
also in a homogenously deforming specimen. Cosserat and higher
gradient theories cannot predict such scale effects because the
extra strain measures are identically zero for homogenous
deformation.
In this contribution, a micromorphic continuum is proposed
where the micromorphic deformation is modeled in a very general
manner opening the door for inelastic formulations of such con-
tinua at ﬁnite strains as well as for scale effects in specimen expe-
riencing homogenous deformation. The approach is based on a
framework introduced in Sansour (1998b). The basic idea is to con-
struct the generalized continuum as consisting of a macro- and mi-
cro-continuum. The generalized placement is then a function of
macro- and micro co-ordinates. However, the dependency on the
micro co-ordinates is assumed to be a priori known. Depending
on the speciﬁc choices considered, speciﬁc theories of generalized
continua are recovered. The dimension of the micro-continuum
and the number of degrees of freedom additional to those needed
for a classical continuum may be freely chosen depending on the
accuracy sought in the description of the physical process at hand.
The strength and generality of the formulation becomes apparent
when it comes to fully non-linear formulations including inelastic
deformations at ﬁnite strains. The approach not only considers a
geometrically exact description of ﬁnite deformations within the
macro-continuum, but can accommodate also higher order defor-
mations within the micro-continuum. It provides an internal
length and allows also for a straightforward formulation of inelas-
tic deformations at ﬁnite strains. One just needs to generalize the
classical decomposition of the deformation gradient and carry it
over to the generalized continuum. In this paper, the micromorphic
deformation will be based on a speciﬁc quadratic ansatz for the mi-
cro-deformation. Most notably, the difference in the number of
material parameters in comparison to a classical formulation is
kept to a minimum and is conﬁned to purely geometric ones which
describe the micro-continuum. The theory will be used to model
scale effects and shear band formation using a ﬁnite element
method.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the theory of the
generalized continuum is outlined. Subsequently, in Section 3, a
generalized micromorphic principle of virtual work is proposed.
The approach allows for the incorporation of any conventional con-
stitutive law, this fact is exempliﬁed using an inelastic material
law. Details of the inelastic formulation are elaborated in Sections
4.1 and 4.2. Finally, the excellent performance is demonstrated by
an example of scale effects in homogenously deforming body as
well as by that of a shear band formation in Section 5.2. Generalized deformation and strain measures
In this section, we develop a theory of generalized micromor-
phic deformations based on the theoretical framework for general-
ized continuum developed in Sansour (1998b) which makes use of
the mathematical concept of a ﬁbre bundle (see, e.g. Choquet-Bru-
hat et al., 1982), where, in the simplest case, the generalized space
is constructed as the Cartesian product of a macro-space B  Eð3Þ
and a micro-space S which we write as G :¼ BS (Fig. 1). Thisdeﬁnition assumes an additive structure of G which implies that
the integration over the macro- and the micro-continuum can be
performed separately. The macro-space B is parameterized by
the curvilinear co-ordinates #i; i ¼ 1;2;3 and the micro-space S
by the curvilinear co-ordinates fa. Here, and in what follows, Greek
indices take the values 1; . . . or n. The dimension of S denoted by
n is arbitrary, but ﬁnite. Furthermore, we want to exclude that the
dimension and topology of the micro-space is dependent on #i.
Each material point eX 2 G is related to its spatial placement
~x 2 Gt at time t 2 R by the mapping
~uðtÞ : G! Gt: ð1Þ
For convenience but without loss of generality we identify G with
the un-deformed reference conﬁguration at a ﬁxed time t0 in what
follows. The generalized space can be projected to the macro-space
in its reference and its current conﬁguration by
p0 eX  ¼ X and pt ~xð Þ ¼ x; ð2Þ
respectively, where p0 as well as pt represent projection maps, and
X 2 B and x 2 Bt . The tangent spaceTG in the reference conﬁgura-
tion is deﬁned by the pair eGi  Ia  given by
eGi ¼ oeX
o#i
and Ia ¼ o
eX
ofa
; ð3Þ
where the corresponding dual contra-variant vectors are denoted
by eGi and Ia, respectively. A corresponding tangent space in the cur-
rent conﬁguration TGt is spanned by the pair ð~gi  iaÞ given by
~gi ¼ o
~x
o#i
and ia ¼ o
~x
ofa
: ð4Þ
The generalized tangent space can also be projected to its corre-
sponding macro-space by
p0 eGi  ¼ Gi and pt ð ~giÞ ¼ gi; ð5Þ
respectively. Note that the deﬁnition of a projection map is not triv-
ial. The tangent of the projection map deﬁnes the geometry of the
extra space and so the metric which is to be used in the integration
process and the evaluation of the integrals over the micro-space.
The concept is rich in its structure.
Now, we assume that the placement vector ~x of a material point
P eX 2 G  is of an additive nature and is the sum of its position in
the macro-continuum x 2 Bt and in the micro-continuum n 2St
as follows:
~x #k; fb; t
 
¼ x #k; t
 
þ n #k; fb; t
 
: ð6Þ
Thereby, the macro-placement vector x deﬁnes the origin of the mi-
cro co-ordinate system such that the micro-placement n is assumed
to be relative to the macro-placement. Accordingly, for t ¼ t0 the
placement of a material point, Eq. (6), takes
eX ¼ X #k þ N #k; fb ; with N 2S: ð7Þ
The deﬁnition of the generalized continuum and so of the extra de-
grees of freedom depends directly on the choices to be made for the
micro-deformation n #k; fb; t
 
. The theory is based on the fact that
the dependency on the micro co-ordinates fb must be determined a
priori. Speciﬁc choices deﬁne speciﬁc continua. Any micro-deforma-
tion n #k; fb; t
 
which goes beyond a rotation deﬁnes a micromor-
phic continuum. The simplest case is provided by the linear
ansatz, also suggested by Eringen (1999) albeit in a different
context,
Fig. 1. Conﬁguration spaces.
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 
þ fa aa #k; t
 
: ð8Þ
The vector functions aa #k; t
 
, with their corresponding micro
co-ordinates fa, are independent degrees of freedom. The number
a must be chosen according to the speciﬁc topology of the micro-
space as well as depending on the physical properties of the mate-
rial due to its intrinsic structure. Generally, the vector functions
aa #k; t
 
can be described with the help of a second-order tensor
A as follows:
aa #k; t
 
¼ AIa: ð9Þ
Note that if the dimension ofS is three, then we have A 2 GLþð3;RÞ
which can be restricted to subgroups of GLþð3;RÞ as well. Here,
GLþð3;RÞ deﬁnes the general linear group of 3  3 matrices (deﬁned
over the body of real numbers) with positive determinants (simply
all invertible 3  3 matrices with positive determinants).
As it will be shown later, the above linear ansatz provides a sec-
ond strain measure which is not of full rank. To achieve full rank
the ansatz must be extended to quadratic terms. Of interest is
the following form:
~x ¼ x #k; t
 
þ faaa #k; t
 
þ fa fbbab #k; t
 
: ð10Þ
In addition to the classical three degrees of freedom, the above
function introduces the vectors aa as well as the vectors bab as extra
degrees of freedom. However, the mentioned full rank can be
achieved using a simpler form of the function as follows:
~x ¼ x #k; t
 
þ fa 1þ fbvb #k; t
  
aa #k; t
 
: ð11Þ
Accordingly, with each micro co-ordinate we have now four extra
degrees of freedom instead of the larger number above. These are
the three components of the vector a as well as the independent
displacement-like functions v. In computations we have to deal
with four independent functions. It is this form which will be uti-
lized in computations. We restrict ourselves to it in what follows.
While the functions vb contribute to the deﬁnition of the strains,
their special importance lies in the fact that they deﬁne the linear
distribution of the strain in the direction of N. Also, it is important
to realize that the dimension of the micro-space does not have to
coincide with the dimension of the macro-space.
From a computational point of view, all introduced quantities
must be embedded in a space large enough to accommodate allof them which is 3 + n, in general. However, while X will have only
the ﬁrst three and N only the last n entities as non-zero, in general,
all the entities of their images at the actual conﬁguration will be
non-zero. That is, the dimension of x as well as n, and so that of
aa, will be 3 + n, in general, simply because they approximate the
general vector ~x, which is of 3 + n dimension from the outset.
Discussion. At this stage it is worthwhile to have a discussion
regarding the above approach. At its heart, the deformation is
viewed as embedded in an extended space. One is immediately in-
clined to look at the pair (x,n) as deﬁning an extended placement
ﬁeld. A realisation of such a ﬁeld would be to look at a new vector,
say ~x, simply as having 3 + n entities, where n is the dimension of
the additional space. Close inspection, however, reveals that such
an approach cannot produce the results we are looking for, as it
does not provide us with higher order stress and strain measures.
In fact we would end up with a strain measure, say the right Cau-
chy–Green tensor, which is simply deﬁned in a ð3þ nÞ  ð3þ nÞ
space; the ﬁeld equation will not change in appearance from the
classical case albeit the stress tensor being deﬁned in a higher
space and so the divergence operator. This approach does not lead
to a modiﬁed equilibrium equations (e.g. angular momentum
equation) with higher order stress tensors (moments) modifying
its form. Crucial is to get the spaces where x and n live to interact
with each other. Accordingly, the importance does not lie in simply
extending the space, it is vital to deﬁne an interaction between the
classical degrees of freedom and the additional ones that specify
the generalized continuum at hand. For the interaction to be phys-
ically meaningful it must ensure that the stress quantities which
result from the new degrees of freedom are going to modify the Eu-
ler–Lagrange equations (e.g. the angular momentum equation) al-
ready at the linear level. One may think of different approaches to
achieve such an interaction, the above presented one views
n #k; fb; t
 
as the complement to x #k; t
 
. Decisive now is to as-
sume that n #k; fb; t
 
depends on both co-ordinate sets #k and fb.
This provides us with the interaction we are seeking. When it
comes to computations, obviously all vectors must be treated as
living in some space, to be decided as appropriate to the problem
at hand, and which is large enough to accommodate all of them.
As mentioned above, in general the placement vectors at the cur-
rent conﬁguration, the vectors x and aa, are of 3 + n dimension.
From a computational point of view it makes sense to reduce this
dimension and deal only with the physically most relevant degrees
of freedom. Since we are interested in the equilibrium equations in
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to only the ﬁrst three components of the mentioned vectors not
only is physically sound but makes also perfect sense in reducing
the computational cost. In other words, the embedding of n in
the three-dimensional space is especially attractive, because it sig-
niﬁcantly saves computational time, while delivers as far as the
physics is concerned. In our case the vectors x and aa as given in
Eq. (8) can be treated as belonging to the same three-dimensional
vector space albeit their physical interpretation and background.
The approach is most effective when it comes to inelastic material
behaviour, where, classically, either the strain measures or their
rates are split in elastic and inelastic parts. See also the example
at the end of this section.
Now we proceed to deﬁne the strain measures. Taking the
derivatives of ~x with respect to the macro co-ordinates #i
~x;i ¼ o
~x
o#i
¼ x;i #k; t
 
þ fa fbvb;i #k; t
 
aa #k; t
 
þ fa 1þ fb vb #k; t
  
aa;i #k; t
 
; ð12Þ
as well as with respect to the micro co-ordinates fa,
~x;a ¼ o
~x
ofa
¼ aa #k; t
 
þ fb vb #k; t
 
aa #k; t
 
þ va #k; t
 
ab #k; t
  
;
ð13Þ
the generalized deformation gradient tensor can be expressed as
follows:
eF ¼ x;i #k; t þ fafbvb;i #k; t aa #k; t h
þfa 1þ fbvb #k; t
  
aa;i #k; t
 i
 eGi
þ aa #k; t
 
þ fb vb #k; t
 
aa #k; t
 
þ va #k; t
 
ab #k; t
  h i
 Ia;
ð14Þ
where the operator  denotes the dyadic product of two vectors. In
order to formulate generalized strain measures based on Eq. (14)
we proceed by deﬁning a generalized right Cauchy–Green deforma-
tion tensor aseC ¼ eFTeF: ð15Þ
Neglecting higher order terms in fa and extracting only the domi-
nant parts of eC (constant and linear in fa) we arrive ateC¼ x;k x;lþfa aa;k x;lþx;k aa;l  eGk eGl
þ x;k abþfaaa;k abþfax;k  vaabþvbaa
   eGk Ibþ Ib eGk 
þ fa vcaa abþvbaa ac
 
þ2favaab acþab ac
 
Ib Ic
¼CþfaKa: ð16Þ
The scalar products of vectors are denoted by a dot. Explicitly one
has
C ¼ x;k  x;lGk  Gl þ x;k  ab Gk  Ib þ Ib  Gk
 
þ ab  acIb  Ic ð17Þ
and
Ka ¼ aa;k  x;l þ x;k  aa;l
 
Gk  Gl
þ aa;k  ab þ x;k  va ab þ vbaa
  
Gk  Ib þ Ib  Gk
 
þ vcaa  ab þ vbaa  ac þ 2vaab  ac
 
Ib  Ic: ð18Þ
Note that for the transition from Eq. (16) to Eqs. (17) and (18) to
take place, the geometry of the micro-space must be speciﬁed.
Explicitly one has to decide about the projection map p0 eGi which
deﬁnes the transition from the tangent vectors eGl, deﬁned in thegeneralized space, to the tangent vectors Gl, deﬁned inTB. Gener-
ally, eGl are functions of the micro co-ordinates fa. In the above tran-
sition, the projection map of the tangent space is assumed to be
trivial, which means that eGl coincide with Gl. It is noted, however,
that the presented theoretical framework is rich and allows for
the micro-space to be equipped with further geometric structures
such as curvature, should this be deemed relevant from a physical
point of view. In such cases the projection map no longer can be
treated as trivial.
From the last equation it becomes clear that for va ¼ 0, the ten-
sor Ka will be deﬁcient. This fact is relevant when it comes to the
deﬁnition of constitutive laws.
3. Generalized principle of virtual work
Leaning on a classical principle of virtual work based on the
classicalCauchy–Green deformation tensor, a generalized variational
principle based on eC can be similarly deﬁned. For this let us con-
sider a non-linear boundary value problem in the domain BS
with the boundaries oBS, as well as B oS and oB oS.
The two latter are introduced due to the fact that the micro-space
S is conﬁned by the boundary oS. Accordingly, Dirichlet boundary
conditions are prescribed on oBD S  oBS denoted by ~hðnÞ~u as
well as on B oSD  B oS and on oBD  oSD  oB oS de-
noted by ~hðmÞ~u , where n deﬁnes the normal vector on oB and m is
the normal vector on oS. However, in this work we do not take
into account essential boundary conditions on B oSD and
oBD  oSD; for such boundary conditions to be meaningful the
placement is to exhibit higher than quadratic terms in the micro
co-ordinate (Eq. (11)). Neumann boundary conditions are pre-
scribed on B oSN ¼ B oS nB oSD and oBN  oSN ¼ o
B oS n oBD  oSD which are denoted by the micro-traction
forces ~bðmÞ and ~tðmÞ, respectively. Also considered are micro-body
forces ~b and ~tðnÞ acting in BS and oBN S ¼ oBS
noBD S, respectively.
Now, integrating these quantities over S and oSN , respec-
tively, we deﬁne the external virtual work in the Lagrangian form
as follows:
WextðuÞ ¼
Z
B
b  dudV þ
Z
B
la  daa dV þ
Z
oBN
tðnÞ  dudA
þ
Z
oBN
qðnÞa  daa dA; ð19Þ
where the external body force
b #k
 
¼
Z
S
~qref ~b #k; fb
 
dSþ
Z
oSN
~bðmÞ #k; kc
 
dr; ð20Þ
as well as the external body couples
la #k
 
¼
Z
S
fa~qref ~b #k; fb
 
dSþ
Z
oSN
fa~bðmÞ #k; kc
 
dr ð21Þ
are acting in B, and the external traction
tðnÞ grð Þ ¼
Z
S
~qref~tðnÞ gr; fb
 
dSþ
Z
oSN
~tðmÞ gr ; kcð Þdr; ð22Þ
as well as the external surface couples
qðnÞa grð Þ ¼
Z
S
fa~qref~tðnÞ gr; fb
 
dSþ
Z
oSN
fa~tðmÞ gr ; kcð Þdr ð23Þ
are acting on oBN ¼ oB n oBD. Note that gr; r ¼ 1;2 is the coordi-
nate chart on oB and kc is the coordinate chart on oS. Furthermore,
dV is a volume element of the macroscopic domainB, whereas dA is
a surface element of its corresponding boundary oB, and accord-
ingly, dS is a volume element of the microscopic domainS, whereas
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sity of the generalized space in the reference conﬁguration is de-
noted by ~qref and the density of the macro-space is consequently
expressed by
qref ¼
Z
S
~qref dS: ð24Þ
We recall that, for simplicity, we have deﬁned the projection map
p0ð ~GiÞ (Eq. (5)) to be the identity, thus, we have eGi :¼ Gi.
Note that the projection map p0 deﬁnes the metric needed to
evaluate dS. Note that p0 being the identity means that the projec-
tion map itself is constant and is independent of the co-ordinates
#k.
The internal virtual power in the Lagrangian form reads as
follows:
dW ¼
Z
B
Z
S
1
2
eS : deC dSdV ; ð25Þ
where eS is a generalized second Piola–Kirchhoff-like stress tensor.
The relation holds a : b ¼ trabT for a, b being second-order tensors
and tr denoting the trace operation.
Integrating the internal virtual power over the micro-space S
we obtain
dW ¼
Z
B
1
2
S : dCþMa : dKa
 
dV ; ð26Þ
with
S #k
 
¼
Z
S
eS dS; Ma #k  ¼ Z
S
fa~SdS; ð27Þ
and deC ¼ dCþ fadKa. Note that the variational forms dC and dKa are
constant overS. The integration over the micro-continuumS leads
to two different stress measures. These are the tensor Swhich is en-
ergy conjugate to the classical Cauchy–Green deformation tensor C
and the tensors Ma which are energy conjugate to the second set
of strain measures Ka. It is crucial to note that since the constitutive
law could be highly non-linear, the integrations in Eq. (27) are to be
performed numerically, in general.
For the static case and considering only mechanical processes
the ﬁrst law of thermodynamics provides the following variational
statement:
dWWext ¼ 0; ð28Þ
which can be written, with Eqs. (26) and (19), asZ
B
1
2
S : dCþMa : dKa
 
dV Wext ¼ 0: ð29Þ
Note that the integration over the micro-continuum S in Eqs. (20),
(21) and (23) as well as in Eq. (27) provides the internal length-scale
parameters which are implicitly incorporated into Eq. (29). That is,
the co-ordinates of the micro-space fa are deﬁned over the intervals
 la2 ; la2
 	
, where la are the internal length-scale parameters associ-
ated with the different dimensions ofS. In general, the integrations
are expected to be performed numerically.
The physical units of the generalized external loads ~qref ~b;
~bðmÞ; ~qref~tðnÞ and ~tðmÞ as well as the stored strain energy ~qrefw are de-
ﬁned such that the integral over the micro-space results in the
usual adequate physical units for the macro-space.
The generalized principle of virtual work is supplemented by
essential boundary conditions, the so-called Dirichlet boundary
conditions
u ¼ hu on oBD; ð30Þ
aa ¼ ga on oBD; ð31Þwhere hu and ga are prescribed values at the boundary oBD. Note
that the domain B has the boundary oB which consists of the
Dirichlet boundary oBD  oB and the Neumann boundary
oBN ¼ oB n oBD.
4. The inelastic formulation
As discussed in the introduction, the inelastic constitutive law
can be any classical one which is now to be deﬁned at the level
of the micro-continuum. In what follows we adopt and tailor to
our purposes the formulation of ﬁnite strain inelasticity based on
uniﬁed constitutive models as developed in Sansour and Kollmann
(1997). While the choice is convenient we stress that any alterna-
tive inelastic law could serve the purpose as well.
4.1. Generalized kinematics of the elastic–inelastic body
A point of departure for an inelastic formulation constitutes the
multiplicative decomposition (Besseling, 1968; Kröner, 1960; Lee,
1969) of the generalized deformation gradient equation (14) into
an elastic and an inelastic parteF ¼ eFeeFp: ð32Þ
For metals, the above decomposition is accompanied with the
assumption eFp 2 SLþð3;RÞ which reﬂects the incompressibility of
the inelastic deformations, where SLþð3;RÞ denotes the special lin-
ear group with determinant equal one.
The following generalized right Cauchy–Green-type deformation
tensors are deﬁned:eC :¼ eFTeF; ð33ÞeCe :¼ eFTeeFe; ð34ÞeCp :¼ eFTpeFp: ð35Þ
Since the deformation gradient eF is also an element of GLþð3;RÞ
with positive determinant, we can attribute to its time derivative
a left and right rate
_eF ¼ ~leF; ð36Þ
_eF ¼ eF~L: ð37Þ
Both rates are mixed tensors (contravariant-covariant). They are re-
lated by means of the equation
~L ¼ eF1~leF: ð38Þ
Since eFp 2 SLþð3;RÞ we can deﬁne a right rate according to
_eFp ¼ eFpeLp; ð39Þ
which proves more appropriate for a numerical treatment in a
purely material context.
4.2. The constitutive model
4.2.1. General considerations
Let ~s be the generalized Kirchhoff stress tensor. Consider the
expression of the internal power
W ¼ ~s : ~l; ð40Þ
where ~l is deﬁned in Eq. (36). The expression is rewritten using
material tensors as
W ¼ eC : eL: ð41Þ
The comparison of Eq. (40) with Eq. (41) leads with the aid of Eq.
(38) to the deﬁnition equation of the material stress tensor eC:
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The tensor eC is, accordingly, the mixed variant pull-back of the gen-
eralized Kirchhoff tensor. It coincides with Noll’s intrinsic stress ten-
sor and determines up to a spherical part the Eshelby stress tensor.
A common feature of inelastic constitutive models is the intro-
duction of phenomenological internal variables. We denote a typ-
ical internal variable as Z. Assuming the existence of a free
energy function according to w ¼ w eCe;Z , the localized form of
the dissipation inequality for an isothermal process takes
D ¼ ~s : ~l ~qref _w ¼ eC : eL  ~qref _wP 0; ð43Þ
where qref is the density at the reference conﬁguration.
Making use of the relation
_eCe ¼ eFTp eLT eCeF1p þ eFTp eCLeF1p  eFTp eLTpeCeF1p  eFTp eCeLpeF1p ð44Þ
one may derive
_w ¼ 2eCeF1p weCe eFTp : eL  eLp
 
þ w
Z
 _Z: ð45Þ
The insertion of Eq. (45) into Eq. (43) leads to
D ¼ eC  2~qref eCeF1p w eCe;Z
 
eCe eFTp
0@ 1A : eL
þ 2~qref eCeF1p w eCe;Z
 
eCe eFTp : eLp  ~qref
w eCe;Z 
Z
 _ZP 0:
By deﬁning Y as the thermodynamical force conjugate to the inter-
nal variable Z
Y :¼ ~qref
w eCe;Z 
Z
; ð46Þ
and making use of standard thermodynamical arguments, from Eq.
(46) follows the elastic constitutive equation
eC ¼ 2~qref eCeF1p w eCe;Z
 
eCe eFTp ¼ 2~qref eFTpeCe
w eCe;Z eCe eFTp ; ð47Þ
as well as the reduced local dissipation inequality
Dp :¼ eC : eLp þ Y  _ZP 0; ð48Þ
where Eq. (46) has been considered. Dp is the plastic dissipation
function. From Eq. (48) follows as an essential result that the stress
tensor eC and the plastic rate eLp are conjugate variables. Observe
that the tensor eLp is deﬁned in Eq. (39).
4.2.2. The elastic constitutive model
Further we assume that the elastic potential can be decomposed
additively into one part depending only on the elastic generalized
right Cauchy–Green deformation tensor eCe and the other one
depending only on the internal variable Z
w ¼ we eCe þ wZðZÞ: ð49Þ
Deﬁning the logarithmic strain measure
a :¼ ln eCe; eCe ¼ expa ð50Þ
and assuming that the material is elastically isotropic, one can
prove that the relation holds
eCe we eCe
 
eCe ¼ weðaÞa ; ð51Þ
where weðaÞ is the potential expressed in the logarithmic strain
measure a. Eq. (47) results then ineC ¼ 2qrefeFTp weðaÞa eFTp : ð52Þ
Note that we is an isotropic function of a. The last equation moti-
vates the introduction of a modiﬁed logarithmic strain measure
a :¼ eF1p aeFp: ð53Þ
Since the following relation for the exponential map holds:
eF1p ðexpaÞeFp ¼ exp a: ð54Þ
Eq. (52) takes
eC ¼ 2qref wðaÞa : ð55Þ
It is interesting to note that Eq. (54) together with Eqs. (50), (33)
and (35) lead to a direct deﬁnition of a. The relation holds
a ¼ ln eC1p eC : ð56Þ
For computational simplicity a linear relation is assumed and there-
fore the elastic constitutive model equation (55) takes its ﬁnal form
eC ¼ KtraT 1þ ldevaT ; ð57Þ
where
aT ¼ ln eCeC1p ; ð58Þ
and K is the bulk modulus and l the shear modulus.
It should be stressed that the reduction of the elastic constitu-
tive law to that given by Eq. (55) results in a considerable simpli-
ﬁcation of the computations necessary for the formulation of the
weak form of equilibrium and its corresponding linearisation.
The only assumption we used was the very natural one of having
an internal potential depending on eCe. The following reduction is
carried out systematically.
4.2.3. Inelastic constitutive model
The presented framework of generalized continua allows for the
application of any set of classical constitutive laws. In what follows
we conﬁne ourselves to a uniﬁed constitutive law of the Bodner
and Partom type as generalized in the ﬁrst author’s previous work
(see, e.g. Sansour and Kollmann, 1997; Sansour and Wagner, 2001).
We concluded from Eq. (48) that the tensors eC and eLp are conju-
gate. Essentially we have to consider the stress tensor eC as the
driving stress quantity, while the plastic rate for which an evolu-
tion equation is to be formulated is taken to be eLp. This leads to
the following set of evolution equations:
eLp ¼ _/mT ; ð59Þ
_Z ¼ M
Z0
ðZ1  ZÞ _Wp; ð60Þ
_Wp ¼ PdeveC _/ðPdeveC ; ZÞ; PdeveC ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
deveC : deveCr ; ð61Þ
_/ ¼ 2ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p D0 exp 12
N þ 1
N
Z
P
deveC
 !2N24 35; ð62Þ
m ¼ 3
2
deveC
P
deveC : ð63Þ
Here, Z0; Z1; D0; N; M are material parameters. The choice of the
transposed quantity in Eq. (59) reﬂects the form given by associa-
tive viscoplasticity, when the classical ﬂow functions are general-
ized and formulated in terms of nonsymmetric quantities.
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Fig. 3. Load–displacement graph illustrating size-scale effects for different values of
the internal length parameter h.
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In this section, two numerical examples are presented to dem-
onstrate the applicability of the micromorphic theory. In this spe-
ciﬁc case the micro-deformation is assumed to be one-dimensional
and of the following form:
~x ¼ x #k; t
 
þ f 1þ fv #k; t
  
a #k; t
 
: ð64Þ
Obviously the micro-continuum is assumed one-dimensional. The
vector a is deﬁned at the actual conﬁguration and it is the map of
a one-dimensional vector deﬁned in the generalized reference con-
ﬁguration. We take this direction to be a unit vector which lies in
parallel to the x-axis. The material parameters, typical for metals,
are chosen as follows:
K ¼ 1:64206E02 N=mm2;
l ¼ 1:6194E02 N=mm2;
D0 ¼ 10;000 1=s;
Z0 ¼ 1150 N=mm2;
Z1 ¼ 1400 N=mm2;
N ¼ 1;
M ¼ 100:
The inelastic parameters are reported in the literature for titanium;
e.g. Bodner and Partom (1975) .
5.1. Simple tension
The ﬁrst example is a thin sheet subjected to simple tension as
shown in Fig. 2. One quarter of the sheet is discretised using 5  5
enhanced four-node ﬁnite elements of the type developed in San-
sour and Kollmann (1998), which, in this speciﬁc case, are equiva-
lent to three-dimensional enhanced 8-node elements with
thickness 1. The aim here is to illustrate size-scale effects in the
viscoplastic regime at homogenous deformations. We consider
four different internal length-scale parameters, denoted by h,
which are nothing but the size/length of the micro-space S, and
take them to be of the values 0.12, 0.15, 0.18 and 0.20 mm. The
time step used is 0.1 s for the displacement at the top increasing
by a velocity of 0.02 N/s. While the specimen is under force loading
with no prescribed displacements at the loading side, the compu-
tations are carried out displacement-controlled with the value of
the external loading being scaled and determined to provide the
prescribed displacement velocity.
The corresponding load–displacement graphs are depicted in
Fig. 3. With increasing internal length-scale parameter it can beFig. 2. Problem deﬁnition of a sheet under homogenous tension.clearly seen that the onset of the plastic deformation takes place
at larger loading values. During the plastic deformation the relative
loading offset between the curves is maintained.
Now, this case of simple tension particularly illustrates the
attractiveness of the proposed generalized theory as it predicts
scale effects also in a homogenously deforming specimen. In fact
alternative theories, such as micropolar (Cosserat) or strain gradi-
ent approaches, lack the means to predict this kind of scale effect.
This is clear, because the former necessitates the rotation gradient
and the latter the deformation gradient of higher order not to van-
ish. In this example, however, both of them do not arise and con-
sequently, no scale effects would be observed.
5.2. Shearband formation
The second numerical example is the same as before in terms
of geometry, loading, and time step - a thin sheet under tension
as displayed in Fig. 2. Shearbanding is initialized by decreasing
the material parameter Z0 by 10% within the ﬁrst element (at
the centre of the specimen). The internal length is considered to
be h = 0.1 mm. One quarter of the sheet is modeled using
20  30 and 30  60 four-node elements of the type described
above. From the load–displacement curve in Fig. 4 it is clear that
heavy softening related to the shearband formation takes place. 0
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Fig. 4. Load–displacement graph illustrating computations using 20  30 elements
and 30  60 elements.
Fig. 5. Final deformed conﬁguration displaying the shearband formation using 30  60 elements.
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essentially the same results. The deformed conﬁguration is shown
in Fig. 5.
Note that the constitutive law is of the viscoplastic type. As
demonstrated by Sluys (1992), viscous effects have regularisation
effect too. However, the Bodner–Partom model covers in the limit
the time-independent case as well. The present choice of material
parameters together with the applied loading velocity renders the
time-dependent effect rather very small. Also, from the previous
example we can conclude that the scale effect due to the micro-
morphic formulation is dominant here.
6. Conclusion
A general framework for a micromorphic continuum has been
developed which is especially attractive for non-linear material
behaviour. Speciﬁcally, the paper has addressed the delicate issue
of incorporating dissipative inelastic material behaviour into the
framework of generalized continua. The presented method is
attractive as it allows for any well established constitutive law to
be considered without major modiﬁcations.
Numerical examples showed clearly that the formulation is
capable of describing scale effects also in the case of homogeneous
deformation; so far an open issue in the area of micro-mechanics
addressed in this paper with satisfactory outcomes.
The present paper motivates research into the experimental
veriﬁcation of the mentioned extra degrees of freedom, which is
still elusive at large. While it is clear that generalised degrees of
freedom and the internal lengths associated with them as well as
their scale effects are related to the internal structure of the mate-
rial, the direct mechanisms of deformations at the micro-scale
which give rise to such degrees of freedom are widely subject to
intensive research in many areas of mechanics and physics with
many open questions. It is very likely that more than one mecha-
nism could lead to a certain type of degrees of freedom. While
these questions are beyond the scope of the present paper we do
acknowledge their importance. Multi-scale modelling and experi-
mentation will be at the heart of any answer. In fact multi-scale
modelling has become one of the major research areas of mechan-
ics and we hope the present paper constitutes a small contribution
at a continuum level.
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